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Abstract- Today's e-Businesses rely heavily on trust and
reputation systems. These systems are key indicators for busi
nesses performance. Businesses that interact with each other for
their business needs form a Digital Business Ecosystem (DBE).
Members ofDBE need to know the trust and reputation value of
each other before the start of business interactions. The feed
back mechanism is needed so that members of DBE form a
unanimous opinion about trustworthiness of any specific mem
ber of the community and based their business interactions on
this opinion. We present an ontological framework that will
combine the feedback from all different trust and reputation in
formation publicly available for a specific member ofa domain
and gives the knowledge representation on the bases of com
bined feedback. We call this ontological framework 'feedback
ontology'.

Index Terms-Trust, Reputation, Ontology, Digital Busi
ness Ecosystems.

I. INTRODUCTION

Today's e-Businesses rely heavily on trust and reputation
systems. These systems are key indicators for businesses
performance. Trust and reputation tools indicate that what
the users want from a business, how to increase the produc
tivity, how to improve a product and services, how to at
tract more customers. The ultimate objective of trust and
reputation systems is to increase profit and revenue. It is a
valuable tool for those businesses that continuously look
for consumer's feedback and try to improve their services/
product. Organizations that always look for consumer's
trend enjoy a good reputation and increase in their profit.
These organizations acts dynamically on the feedback of
consumers and review their business strategies and opera
tions. If they earn a bad reputation it is very difficult for
them to persuade consumers to do dealing with theln.
Hence their existence is in danger. Especially those busi
nesses that do not have physical outlets and that only exist
online cannot afford bad reputation. With the increasing
trends of e-Businesses the importance of trust and reputa
tion technologies becomes many folds.

One of the important issues that need to be addressed
with respect to trust and reputation is sharing of trust or
reputation value. Sharing of trust or reputation value is
sometimes desirable in virtual community and it is benefi
cial for members of community. Currently, comInercia1 sys
tems in virtual world have their own trust or reputation
mechanisms, which work well for those systems. The prob-

lem is that if a member of a comInunity wants to know the
trustworthiness of another member across the dOlnain, it is
not possible to get infonnation about queried member from
all trust or reputation infonnation of which it has meInber
ship. In other words, there is no way to know the reputation
of a member of virtual community across the whole do
Inain. Moreover, even if it is possible to collect the infor
Ination froln all cOInInercia1 systems for a specific meInber,
it is not possible to share information due to selnantic dif
ference. In this paper, we address the issues of sharing of
trust and reputation information and semantics unification
using ontology model.

E-Businesses linked together through web. This network
of linked e-Businesses is called Digital Business Ecosystem
(DBE) where each business entity is like a species that col
laborate and cooperate with other species for its own bene
fit. To work in collaboration the members (species) of
cOInmunity must have understanding of their environment.
For exaInp1e, for members of trust-based cOInmercia1 sys
tems, the semantics for trust and reputation must be clearly
defined in order to start business transactions.

Ontology is therefore, used as mediator between all do
main users to unite on the semantics of that dOlnain. For
this reason our purposed framework is based on onology.
We call this onotology, 'feedback onoto10gy'. Rest of this
paper is arranged as follows. Section II is gives the litera
ture review of trust and reputation methodologies and on
tology fralnework. Section III is proposes the ontological
framework for trust and reputation in digital business eco
systems. Section IV gives the conclusion and future work.

II. BACKGROUND

Our proposed framework is based on 'trust and reputa
tion' methodologies and current ontology study. In this sec
tion we discuss the work done in these two important
streams. A very good and comprehensive work on 'trust
and reputation' has been done by Hussain [1]. The author
has done a comprehensive literature review on 'trust and
reputation'. This study includes the review of trust and
reputation with respect to page rank based approach, de
terministic approach, Bayseian network based approach,
soft computing based approach and belief theory based ap
proach. The author concluded that no work has taken into
account the context dependent nature and dynamic nature
of trust in service oriented environment. The trust or repu-
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tation value may change over the time. This is dynamic na
ture of trust or reputation. Similarly the trust or reputation
value is defined for a specific context. This is context de
pendent nature of trust or reputation. Some researchers de
fined trust as context aware but they failed to address the
dynamic nature of trust [2, 3].

Recent work on trust and reputation with respect to Digi
tal Business Ecosystems has been done by [4], [5], [6]
where the researchers discussed different aspects of trust
and reputation in Digital Business Ecosystems.

Trust and reputation for Service Oriented environments
has been defined and discussed in detail by [7]. Authors
devoted the whole book to different aspects of trust and
reputation. The concept of trust has been defined as "a be
lief that the trusting agent has in the trusted entities' will
ingness and capability to deliver mutually agreed behaviour
in a given context, at a given time slot." In this definition
trusting agent may be a service requester and trusted agent
may be a service provider. The belief in trusted agent's
willingness and capability is based on interaction with
trusted agent in past. This willingness and capability may
change with the same. Hence the belief that trusting agent
has in trusted agent may change. On the bases of this belief
trusting agent assigns a trust value. Trust value is stored in
a database called trust database.

The concept of reputation is more cOlnplex since it in
volves third party recommendation agent. [7] defined repu
tation of an entity as "an aggregation of the recommenda
tions from all third party recommendation agents in re
sponse to the reputation querying agent's reputation query
about the trustworthiness value of the reputation queried
entity in a given context and in a given time slot." In this
definition third party recommendation agent is an entity
that has direct interaction with trusted agent. Trusting agent
in this case may not have direct interaction with trusted
agent. It therefore, places a query about the reputation of
trusted agent to recomlnendation agent. Trusting agent de
cides about interaction with trusted agent on the basis of
recolnmendation it receives from recommendation agent.
Different recommendation agents may have different trust
value for a trusted agent in the same context and in the
same time slot. Reputation value is aggregation of all these
trust values. Reputation values are stored in a database
called reputation database.

We have discussed in detail about what is trust and repu
tation, what are trust and reputation values and what are
trust and reputation information. For our work [1], [7] pro
vides more focused approach. However, they have not cov
ered the sharing of trust or reputation value across the do
main. We proposed the ontological framework to overCOlne
this problem[8]. Therefore, we review some literature on
ontology, especially the literature on ontology in services
oriented environment.

Although research on ontology has been initiated by the
researchers in Artificial Intelligence in Computer Science,
lot of efforts has been put in Semantic Web. Semantic Web

is a science used to convert web information into meaning
ful information that can be interpreted by automated tools.
Hence using Semantic Web, information can be searched,
shared and integrated by machines [8]. Power to Semantic
Web can be provided using Ontology. Important work has
been done in Ontology for semantic web by [9], [10], [11].

The most cited definition of ontology is given by Tho
mas R. Gruber [12]. Simply this definition can be put as 'a
shared conceptualization'. Conceptualization is an abstrac
tion of concepts and relationships between concepts in a
specific domain. Ontology represents shared knowledge of
a dOlnain. Hence ontology is representation of concepts and
relationships between concepts for knowledge representa
tion in a specific domain where these concepts and their
relationships are agreed upon and shared by all members of
domain.

According to [7] ontology can be classified into three
levels of generality, namely generic ontologies, dOlnain on
tologies and application ontologies. Users of the domain
need to agree at least on generic ontology otherwise, it is
not an ontology. We propose a generic feedback ontology
on the basis of which application level ontologies can be
build for different commercial systems.

III. OUR PROPOSED FRAMEWORK

In section I we defined that the problem with existing
commercial businesses in virtual world is that they cannot
share the trust or reputation value of a user/consumer to
other melnbers of dOlnain due to semantic difference and
lack of tool/methodology that collects trust or reputation
value from all trust or reputation information. We sug
gested that best solution to this problem is to share the
knowledge in a dOlnain and best way to share knowledge is
to agree upon the semantics used in this dOlnain. We also
studied in section II that good solution to this probleln is
ontology. In this section we present a framework for feed
back ontology.

Feedback ontology acts as a mediator between different
trust and reputation information. The framework is depicted
in figure 1 below. An entity makes request to know the
reputation of another entity which is not known directly to
requesting entity. The entity that is initiating request is
called trusting agent and the entity for which reputation re
quest is being made is called trusted agent. We call the
reputation request as reputation query. We call the all com
mercial systems from where the information about a trusted
agent is collected, as sites. If n sites are participating in one
reputation query then we can represent these sites as a set
S={Sl, S2, ... ,Sn}. Each site interacts with a feedback hub.
A feedback hub is a repository that has pattern or semantic
from each site. This repository is used by feedback agent to
look for pattern that each site provides for a trusted agent.
Feedback agent then translates the pattern of each web site
into its own semantic using feedback ontology. The result
of reputation query is then returned to trusting agent.
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The process starts with the reputation query submitted by
the trusting agent to feedback agent. The feedback agent
performs two itnportant tasks. It retrieves reputation value
of trusted agent froln each site on which trusted agent is
registered. It looks for pattern/selnantic froln feedback hub.
After that feedback agent uses feedback ontology. As we
discussed earlier that feedback ontology defines semantic
that is acceptable by all members of the domain. Feedback
agent uses this selnantic and match it with the patterns froln
feedback hub. Based on this Inatching all reputation values
from sites are converged into one reputation value that can
be than represented in a fonn that is acceptable by all meln
bers of the domain. We can see the ontological engine that
actually processes the convergence of reputation values on
the basis of selnantics defined in feedback ontology.

The benefit of using feedback hub instead of directly en
quiring site for the pattern is that feedback mechanisms are
less likely to change and it is cost effective to acquire them
in a repository instead of retrieving theln for each reputa
tion request.
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Figure 1: Proposed Ontological Framework

• Business process environment
• Database and resources

In Figure 2 we are going to further refine our frame
work by adopting layered approach where we separate
similar environment entities and restrict theln in a single
environment layer. For example, in web services layer
we grouped web services protocols. The complete proc
ess for feedback ontological transactions is shown in this
figure. The whole process is divided into four basic lay
ers.

• Web services
• Agent environment

As mentioned earlier the web services are confined with
one single environment layer. All agents are defined in
agent environment. The business process environment is
the main layer where all the processes are defined and
feedback ontology transactions processes are happening.
All these process information as well as resources and
Ontology info are stored in database layer.
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IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

The solution we proposed is the ontological framework
which enables the e-Businesses to share trust and reputation
values. We have done this by use of ontology which acts as
a mediator between members of domain so that feedback
can be shared. In our framework feedback agent is intro
duced that interacts with other agents to integrate informa
tion and converge it to a single value. Feedback hub has
also been introduced which is the repository of pat
terns/semantics for each business partner.

With the expansion of businesses over internet, the need
to know reputation of business partners is increasing. In
digital business ecosystetns environment entities interacts
with each other in a collaborative and cooperative Inanner.
However, this collaboration and cooperation is not possible
unless there is a business trust between each other. Weare
lack of model that makes it possible to share trust and repu
tation information between interacting business entities.

Figure 2: Layered process for feedback ontological transactions

Each layer of our fratnework communicates with other
layers and performs their actions. The trusting agent (T1)
sends a request for particular feedback. This request uses
web services technologies and feedback agent uses busi
ness process environment to retrieve particular feedback
from database. The business process environtnent also uses
ontology process where feedback ontology is matched with
different patterns. The requested feedback of trusted agent
(T2) sends back to trusting agent. The process agent will
cotnmunicate with feedback agent and responds to all in
coming request. The observation agent will keep observing
the changes and react with new changes.

This is initial effort towards the building feedback ontol
ogy which has many other benefits for members of DBE. In
this paper we have presented the framework for this ontol
ogy. Actual development of feedback ontology and its itn
plementation is our future work.
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